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0Just wanted to say thank you for a wonderful series in the Red Winter trilogy. Rarely have I read a work
that so brings to life the country and culture that I adore. This work would make a wonderful movie. Do
you plan to write anymore mythology inspired works?
Dear Robert, Really enjoyed my first leap into your Flashy series--Flashman in the Peninsular. Have
ordered Flashman's Escape and expect I will read all the others as well. I think I found a tiny historical slip
in this book and would like to email you about it? Wasn't able to negotiate the &quot;contact me&quot;
box on your website. Thank you for resurrecting Flashman!
how can i read this book freely?
Hi, in Isolation Play you said there was a list of characters in your book, is it not in the Kindle version if so
how can I get one?
I've been meaning to read a Neal Asher book for a long time now, but haven't been sure where to start.
Agent Cormac and the Spatterjay novels look most interesting to me of the lot.
The only one of your fairytale books available on Kobo is the first free one. What's the point of offering a
free one if you don't want me to be able to buy the others?
who ever has an electronic version of the book ( in arabic ) can you please send me the link ?
What was your reaction when you found out &quot;After&quot; would be published?
I heard there'll be books for the Maine &amp; NY Sullivans. Will it be the end or will you make more
Sullivans from around the world? I'm from O'ahu, Hawai'i &amp; it'd be cool if you wrote about Sullivans
from here bc literally no books have characters living here, only for vacation lol. Plus authors always gets
things about Hawai'i totally wrong! If you consider it, lmk I can always help you with things here in O'ahu
:)
Has a release date been set for the audio book of The Reluctant Demon?
&quot;A few months ago there was news of a girl in Argentina who, in the wake of an earthquake, lifted a
five-ton slab of concrete to save a man trapped beneath it; and when news of this heroic act spread, she
disappeared.&quot;
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0More than 12962 downloads this month. There is mention about free. Add your books to our library. 

I think he uses different techniques to get the reader curious and create more suspense. He did an excellent job at writing a creative story. He made holes more
interesting than they ever were before. 

39 Clues is published by several authors.  

No, it's not to do with there being different Gods. It's due to the Jewish custom to show respect to His name by avoiding writing it as well as saying it unnecessarily.
Anything with His name written on it can't be destroyed or erased.(Of course, in this book, the smoothness would have been writing in German, not English. I don't
know whether German Jews had exactly the same custom then in replacing the o in German with a dash. It's very possible.) 

Logic is not the path to be traversed here. Some events take place and when it is related to certain other events these connected events then become beyond mere
coincidence. Here the interpretation is more of a perception than logic. Only the person in the specific situation can understand and a by stander may find it beyond
comprehension as in the case of Paramahansa Yogananda's brother.  

 I definitely prefer books written in first person and they have to have humor. Snarky and dry being my favorites. Hence, Craig Johnson's new one is number one.
Followed closely by Anne Hillerman's latest and Michael Crichton's (an author I miss terribly, and he was tall!) Dragon's Teeth, it's right up my dinosaur alley. Also, the
brand new releases by Ace Atkins (Robert B Parker's Little White Lies, reading now) Empire of the Summer Moon (reading now). The new releases by Janet Evanovich,
Michael Connelly and Stuart Woods. Then, I'm going to be searching, humor is difficult to get these days, I search it out. 

The lightning thief, just cause it's the first book and it's special to me  

iya, kamu benar sekali. ini lanjutan dari BUMI. udah baca BUMI, belum? kalau menurut saya yg ini lebih menarik, sih. :) 

Hey - sorry for tardy reply, I didn't get a notification about your question :(/Mia 

Back to Top
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